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Understanding Changing
Landscapes
Five Butler County (OH) Community Prevention Coalitions
conducted a county-wide community assessment on
marijuana attitudes and perceptions
This session Covers:
 The collaborative process
 What we learned from it
 Implications for prevention

The Process:

Conceiving a County Wide
Assessment
Coalition Round Table – Collaboration for prevention in our county
Goals of Listening Sessions:
▪ To assess sources of information
▪ To assess perception of harm
▪ To assess community norms
▪ To assess knowledge about medical marijuana
Goals for this Project
▪
▪
▪

Identify gaps in knowledge
Identify gaps in cultural competence
Create data driven prevention initiatives
▪
▪
▪
▪

Dispelling myths
Media advocacy
Youth-Led and Community initiatives
Policy Advocacy

Listening Sessions
Instead of focus groups

Scripted Questions: Drafted by Coalition Leaders Reviewed by
Miami University Faculty
Sessions: 30 separate sessions, 5-10 people per session,
1 hour in length – 200+ people
▪

Various settings, 6 communities (Fairfield, Hamilton, Middletown,
Oxford, Ross, and West Chester) ranging from (urban, small city,
suburban, college town, to rural).

Facilitators: Coalition leaders and interns
Incentives: Pizza, called in favors, Subway gift cards

What Did We Ask?

Part Two: Perception of Harm

Part Three: Community Norms

Part Four: Knowledge of Forms and Laws

What Did We Learn?

Who are Youth Listening to?
Ages 10-13

* PARENTS are primary
* DOCTORS, PEERS, POLITICIANS
* NEWS headlines

Ages 13-17

* Still know and care about PARENTAL approval
* listen to TEACHERS & OLDER SIBLINGS
* Get information from PEERS, DOCTORS, POLITICIANS
* ADS are targeted to this age
* Can decipher between good and bad WEB SOURCES

Ages 18-25

* Still listen to info from PARENTS!
* They also search sites posted by GROWERS, SELLERS
* Listened to USERS!

*ALL

YOUTH REPORTED SEEING PRO-MJ
MESSAGES ON SOCIAL MEDIA*

Who are ADULTS listening
to?
Adults ages 26-54
* FRIENDS, PEERS and USERS are primary.
* Information from a variety of industries, but begin to
have sources that are values-based
* They believe PREVENTION PROFESSIONALS,
ATTORNEYS and POLICE.
* They listen to MEDICAL DOCTORS & SCIENTIFIC
STUDIES, some compare sources
* They heed recommendations from FDA and NIH.

Older Adults ages 55+

* They listen to USERS, DOCTORS, DISTRIBUTORS
from legalized states to seek a “balanced”
perspective
* Compare NEWS MEDIA
* They search WEB-BASED DISTRIBUTORS from
legalized states

*FEW KNOW WHAT PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS SAY ABOUT MJ*

EASY TO ACCESS
READILY AVAILABLE
How do I get MJ from him?

How do I find “the guy”?

“You don’t even have to wait
until after school. There is a guy
in every CLASS selling it.”

“…posts it on INSTAGRAM.”
“…talks about it all the time.”

“There will be a group of guys
in the HALLWAY between
classes saying, “I’ve got you for
$25”

“… uses it all the time.”
“…message on FACEBOOK
or SNAPCHAT to see if you
want some.”

“I’d just CALL/TEXT a guy to
set up a buy.”

“…smells like weed.”

“I’d SNAPCHAT” the guy and
he’d deliver it like a pizza.”

“…brings it to the parties.”

“WHO GOT THE GAS?”

The “BUZZ” is That Marijuana
Treats or Cures Just About Everything
Group

ALL AGES

Youth ages 10-17
and
Young adults 18-25
Adults ages 26-55+

Treats Health Conditions

Treats Mental Health Conditions

Cancer, pain/Arthritis,
seizures/epilepsy,
Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s Disease

Anxiety, PTSD, depression, autism,
ADHD, eating disorders, fitful sleep,
Tourette’s syndrome

Asthma, Cerebral Palsy,
glaucoma/cataracts,
headaches/migraines,
palliative care

Stress, Schizophrenia, depression,
autism, “treats heroin addiction”

Relaxation, Down’s Syndrome, ”Numbs
Neurological problems,
stimulates appetite, muscle psychological pain”, “Helps kids with
special needs”
relaxer, inflammatory
disorders, Crohn’s Disease,
“alternative to opiods”

People’s Perceptions about Pot
What they believe is Good

What they believe is Bad

HELPS YOU FIT IN AND BE SOCIAL

YOU CAN GET IN TROUBLE OR ARRESTED

MAKES YOU FEEL GOOD

IT CAN BE LACED WITH STUFF

NUMBS PAIN

“GO CRAZY AND DO WEIRD THINGS”

HELPS YOU FOCUS

“GAIN WEIGHT”

"MAKES YOU A BETTER DRIVER”

“STUNT MENTAL GROWTH”

IT IS SAFE AND NATURAL

LESS PRODUCTIVE OR LOSE JOB

NO ONE OD’S OR DIES FROM IT

GATEWAY DRUG AND ADDICTIVE

CURES HANGOVERS

EXPENSIVE “I spend $600/month on it”

KEEPS YOU OFF THE HARDER STUFF

SUBSTITUTE FOR COPING SKILLS

Ages

Opinions on RECREATIONAL USE

What would they think If I used MJ for
RECREATION?

MY PARENTS – CONTINUUM: “Would do it
with me,” “Wouldn’t care as long as I’m
safe and it's not in the house.” They would
be disappointed, shocked, freaked out, or
pissed. I would be kicked out of the house,
10-17 sent to counseling, swatted, whooped or
killed.
MY FRIENDS – CONTINUUM: They wouldn’t
care, acceptance, they would be shocked,
they would think differently of me,
“Teammates would be mad at me for
failing them”
“I would be labeled and stereotyped
quickly”

What would I think if my FRIENDS OR
FAMILY used for RECREATION?

IF FRIENDS USED – MOST wouldn’t care,
SOME see them as a bad influence, maintain
a safe distance. “If they chose it over
school, I’d get worried that they were
throwing their life away. Angry,
disappointed. ”I’d try to educate them”
FEW: “They would be CUT OFF.”
IF FAMILY USED – UNSURE “I wouldn’t think
any differently of them.” “A lot of parents
smoke” “Parents shouldn’t do it around
kids,” “I would tell them the facts/
consequences then let them choose,” It
would be best to stop them early, before
addiction.

College Students AGES 18-25:
Didn’t care if others used and felt only some parents would care if they used.

OLDER ADULTS on RECREATIONAL USE
Ages

What would they think If I used for
RECREATIONAL PURPOSES?

FRIENDS – Some friends wouldn’t care, “My
friends would want to know why,” “They
would be shocked!” “Fallen off the deep
26-54 end,” “Bad example for my family and
students”
BOSS/ COWORKERS – “They would think I was
out of my mind” “Fired on the spot”
FAMILY –“My family would look down on me.”
“My kids would say, ‘Wow mom, REALLY?’” “I
wouldn’t tell my kids!” They would try to get
me help. “I would be divorced”

What would I think if my FRIENDS
OR FAMILY used for RECREATION?
IF FRIENDS and FAMILY USED –
“It’s their choice,” “some of my
friends use but I don’t hang out
with them,” “I guess it would be ok
if it was once in blue moon,”
Shocked, concerned, perplexed; “I
would think there was some
problem that they didn’t want to
cope with,”
“I would go into lecture mode and
talk about drug testing”

MANY THOUGHT SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE HAD MORE OF A RIGHT
TO USE THAN PEOPLE WHO “LIVED IN A THEIR MOM’S
BASEMENT”
OVERALL, NEGATIVE VIEW OF RECREATIONAL USE

AGES 10-17

If I used for MEDICAL Reasons
MY PARENTS – Range: “If I needed it and a
doctor prescribed it, they wouldn’t care”
“they would be involved in the decision, so
its ok.” “My parents would not be as mad
but they would be more cautious of me.”
MY FRIENDS – It’s OK if its legal/medical,
More understanding, “OK as long as it isn’t
abused” “My friends would ask me a lot of
questions about why I had to use it, what is
wrong with me.”

AGES 18-25

(college students)

It’s OK if its legal.
It’s more OK if its needed.
Some family would still not understand
“I’d be like GREAT! Use it more!”

“If it’s
MEDICAL
then it is
OK”

AGES 26- 54
MEDICAL “Perfectly fine.”
(patient with breast cancer) “I’m
open to it if my doctor sent me
home with a handful of pot
instead of Percocet”
“Concerned…I would not judge
them but my curiosity would be
peaked. I would want to know
what the big ISSUE was that
needed to be treated,“ I would
be skeptical of their motives”

AGES 55+
“I wish people would use it” “If
it’s medical then its OK.”
Don’t care what others think,
Don’t think kids should use it

6 Key Messages We Heard
1.

People KNOW uses but NOT risks/harms: People are getting a variety of targeted
messages about the uses of marijuana but are NOT getting clear messaging about risks or
harms associated with using marijuana.

2.

Marijuana as Medicine is Misunderstood: Most do not understand the new law or what
medical marijuana is. Do not understand THC vs. CBD. Do not understand potency.

3.

People believe it treats illnesses: Most people believe that marijuana is effective at
treating medical and mental health conditions of all kinds with little evidence to support
effectiveness.

4.

Natural and Not Addictive: Most people believe that marijuana is natural and do not know
about some of the new forms, potency, and dependence potential.

5.

The Cannabusiness Industry is Altruistic: Many see the cannabis industry as a healthy,
environmentally friendly, and pro-social justice industry. Some see government is seen as
deceptive.

6.

Use is Accepted/Tolerated: Pot use is widely accepted in many circles: especially among
youth. There is acceptance of use it for a medical purpose. Youth believe that most of their
peers do it. Seniors couldn’t care less about what people think of their use.

Product sold
in Michigan,
found on a
Walking path
in Butler
County

Now What?

Implications for
Prevention

Implications for Prevention
1. MESSAGE ABOUT RISKS TOO: Create clear, consistent, truthful
messages of harms and risks of use are needed for all ages through systems
and media advocacy/editorials.


Be careful about language (prescription, medical marijuana, recreational)

2. LEARN/TEACH WHAT THE SCIENCE SAYS: Provide balanced
education to dispel myths about marijuana as medicine, educate on CBD
vs. THC, creating educational materials and presentation for all
populations.


Be careful to educate about implications for anxiety/depression

3. LEARN/EDUCATE ON NEW FORMS: Provide quick, widespread
education on potency and safety of new forms of marijuana including safe
storage/disposal to protect people of all ages.
4. CONDUCT NORMATIVE SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN: Create
messages to offset the perception that most youth use.
5. INSTILL PROTECTIVE FACTORS: Teach young people including
coping skills, life skills, and constructive use of time. This should be done
involving educators, parents and other adult mentors, peer mentoring and
youth-led prevention
6. DON’T ADVOCATE FOR RECREATIONAL USE

Talk With Young People About MJ
Listen to Them, Be Honest
They Want a Relationship With You

Most youth do not use
 CBD vs. THC
 It is not natural
 new forms,
 Engineered potency
 It’s not harmless
 New forms are more potent,
dangerous and dependence
producing
 Early use is harmful to developing
brain (not OK for teens)
 Early use lowers IQ, HS graduation
rates, and college completion rates
 Harmful to mental health












Incarceration rates for
personal use are
miniscule
It does not prevent or
treat opiate abuse
It is addictive
It impairs driving
More research is needed
for MJ to be a “medicine”
Most professional
organizations and
hospitals do not support
it
Tax revenue will not
cover cost to society

“Joint” Prevention Projects
Policy Change: Banned cultivation, production and
dispensaries
Billboards: Drugged Driving
Op/Ed in newspaper
Letter from school principal to parents
One Pagers info for target populations
Community Talks
Health Class Talks
Secure, Monitor Dispose messaging and Lock boxes

Resources:

American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), 2017 - https://www.aap.org/en-us/advocacy-and-policy/aap-health-initiatives
Live Science, 2016 - https://www.livescience.com/53644-marijuana-is-stronger-now-than-20-years-ago.html
National Institute on Drug Abuse 2018 - https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/drugfacts/marijuana-medicine
Harvard Medical School 2018 - https://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/cannabidiol-cbd-what-we-know-and-what-we-dont2018082414476
Ohio Medical Marijuana Control Program, 2018 - https://www.medicalmarijuana.ohio.gov/formsmethods
Health Children American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) 2017 - https://www.healthychildren.org/English/agesstages/teen/substance-abuse/Pages/Marijuana-Cannabis.aspx
Local Map of Ohio Dispensaries - https://www.wcpo.com/news/local-news/hamilton-county/cincinnati/map-where-you-could-see-localmarijuana-shops
Smart Approaches to Marijuana - www.learnaboutsam.org
Prevention/ Educational Resources - www.DrugFreeActionAlliance.org/marijuana_resources
Trends in Cannabusiness - https://news.medicalmarijuanainc.com/marijuana-industry-trends-watch-2018/
National Institute on Drug Abuse - https://www.drugabuse.gov/
Video/TV resources:
Weedettique (TV show)
The Union: the business behind getting High
420: The Documentary

CONTACT US!

Please let us know if you know of anyone else
who would benefit from this presentation
or if you have any questions!

Script and Full Slides available at:
www.fairfieldcoalition.org
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